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Grieving What Has Yet to Happen

Embrace your grief, for there your soul will grow.
—Carl Jung 

The sequence in this quotation from Carl 
Jung is easy to follow:  Loss leads to grief, which 
in turn leads to growth. However, the simplicity of 

this cause-and-effect fades when we take into account 
 future events that contain the fabric of permanent loss. 
For instance, what does grief look like when we envision 
an end to our own existence? Aging might not be dif-
ficult to imagine. But being diagnosed with a terminal 
 illness, contemplating our memorial service, and pictur-
ing the spaces we occupy—home, the office, time with 
family—empty, all seems like a movie. Yet, cultivating 
a grief around our finality isn’t as bazaar as one might 
think, and the rewards that come from awakening our 
existential makeup are worth the journey.

Grief is a word that covers many aspects of life. Most 
often, the term is used in reference to a person losing 
something. This something is usually external in  nature: 
i.e., a person, relationship, animal, place, or thing. How-
ever, the scope can also include losing a body part, a 
dream, or a goal. In most of these instances, grief entails 
an outcome that has already taken place. Another under-
standing of grief is anticipatory. Here, grief is felt as signs 
of impending loss surface, such as having a loved one in 
hospice, sensing an end of a job or career, or awaiting the 
goodbye to a meaningful relationship. The key word here 
is impending: While the actual loss hasn’t transpired, 
enough hints are present to alert us. The future event is 
imminent enough that it cannot be ignored even if one 
wanted to.
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This latter understanding of grief comes closest to our experience of grieving our own 
death, but contrary to feeling imminent, our own death is often concealed and feels way 
out there. Before middle age, few of us are given reason to reflect on dying. More of that 
comes later, but even then, space between us and end of life seems to give off a vibe that 
death is still out there somewhere in the distance. Anticipating our death during our 
youth or when only a few wrinkles and gray hairs are apparent seems unnatural to our 
culture.

Unlike here in the West, intentional effort to bring existential pain to the forefront 
is a common practice in the East and in South America. The Buddha, for instance, in-
structed his disciples, both young and old, to direct their awareness every day to “the 
three heavenly messengers” (Bodhi, 2010), namely, aging, illness, and death. According 
to Buddhist philosophy, imminence of a future event must be cultivated. In Mexico, 
death as part of life is given festive space by the entire community, including children, in 
the celebration of El Dia De Los Muertos, Day of the Dead. 

Classical existentialism of thinkers like Soren Kierkegaard (1980) and Rollo May 
(1996), which differs from today’s popular use of the term, influenced Europe and pock-
ets of our own culture. Existentialists courageously upheld a somewhat fierce worldview 
similar to that of the East. This raw existentialism says that life forcefully comes to an 
end in spite of the diets we try, the exercises we employ, and anything else that we initiate 
to prolong health and life. No defense for continuity will change extinction. While this 
old existential framework leaned more on the theme of meaningless than Buddhism 
and other religious worldviews, its brutal honesty, nevertheless, falls in line with prac-
tices on death awareness held throughout history and around the globe.

The theme of impermanence has its practical side. For most of my career, I’ve worked 
around people dying. This once-young man attended to the dying of others, with my 
own then nowhere near my mental radar. Some deaths that I witnessed in hospitals or 
while serving in the military happened suddenly as a result of accidents, war, or, in a few 
cases, crime. Most, however, came while I worked in hospice with patients ranging from 
childhood to nearly a century old. These experiences, day in and day out for 15 years, 
not to mention the personal loss of my first daughter, Elizabeth, eventually dismantled 
my illusion of longevity and slowly carved out a felt sense of impermanence. I saw death. I 
heard death. I smelled death. I touched death. I began to see and understand life—mine 
and that of others—with a beginning and an end. I could now envision, perhaps at times 
with some accuracy, what some people would eventually look like when they go through 
the final process of decline. 

There was a darker side to this existential reflection. The recognition of impermanence 
created bouts of overwhelming sadness, depressive features, and an attitude of “Why the 
hell try anything, if it will all come to naught?” Some of this took place in waves. With 
no one to share my experiences, or so it felt at the time, I struggled alone. Coupled with 
living in a culture driven by the wish for eternal youth and the irrational hopes of finding 
a magical formula to conquer death, the experience felt isolating. It would take time to 
develop a method for utilizing a more productive grief on impermanence.

Today, I have developed a kinder ability to see the story of life and death in others, 
as well as in myself. I see my beloved wife of now 15 years as a human being who will 
have her own story of aging, illness, and dying. On one occasion, she and I talked about 
what might be “the thing” that will end our stay on earth. My children, whose deaths I 
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hope never to witness, will likewise have their own versions of goodbye. My clients, who 
spend money to improve and heal, will have their own demise in spite of lasting wishes 
for happiness. And I, too, will continue to make the changes that I saw time and again 
in the patients I served. This sobering but compassionate manner of seeing life is why I 
developed Conversing with Death (Quiles, 2014), a now systematized version of explor-
ing the unconscious or subjective waves of existential angst (see Last Breath Awareness: 
A New & Bold Approach on Death for the West, Quiles, 2017).

Because reflection on death isn’t easy doesn’t mean that we should further promote 
callous distance around impermanence. I have met mental and other healthcare profes-
sionals who barricade themselves from any effort toward personal existential work. The 
consequences of such resistance can prove costly. By blocking their own contemplations 
and grief on end of life, some counselors, psychologists, physicians, nurses, and  hospice 
workers unconsciously discourage fitting conversations with patients and clients. I 
 remember some physicians (who need to believe they can fix things) encouraging hos-
pice patients to entertain some surgical procedure that made absolutely no sense given 
their condition. I listened in as some healthcare staff members encouraged nursing home 
residents to “see the bright side of things” when their world had permanently shrunk. 

This unconscious refusal to see existential activity when it stares us square in the face 
only further feeds into our perception of impermanence. Embracing the certainty of 
death at a felt level must be intentionally planned early on and not delayed by personal 
resistance or from a perception that places death way out there. Without defending rea-
sons to stall, we can boldly embark on a journey that if done carefully and consistently 
could generate personal, professional, and relational benefits.

What does this growth or healing look like when we apply intentional awareness 
around our upcoming last breath? By courageously bringing existential grief closer to us, 
a number of benefits could potentially occur. For one thing, the elements of  surprise—
and trust me, there are many at end of life—might dwindle as we openly engage in 
proper planning that takes into account the various twists and turns that we might 
encounter. For another, embracing grief now might familiarize and possibly befriend us 
to certain common feelings that ooze out in unique form at the end of life. This is where 
mindfulness seems to me to be the best remedy. Another positive still, existential grief 
could prioritize much needed and deeply moving conversations with family and friends 
that we often put off with the assumption that we will have another opportunity later.

These benefits are intangible and stand a chance to materialize at the end, but there 
are some that we can experience today. Here are a few. By embracing our pending extinc-
tion no matter where we are in age, we can take ourselves less seriously or ease off a bit. 
One thing that hospice patients told me when asked what they would do over again if 
given the chance was, “I’d take life less seriously.” We can also become more compassion-
ate toward the world we step into each day that is also slowly dying with us. We can even 
begin living life with others—partner or spouse, children, extended family, friends—
with greater gratitude. From their felt sense of time ticking away with only a few months 
or weeks left, I saw some hospice patients master such appreciation beautifully. 

Taking the time that I do to grieve my upcoming death also takes the practice of self-
care to another level. More than just making a once in a while decision to take time off 
or to plan for a week of vacation, self-care becomes a lifestyle. We all make decisions here 
and there to honor the self for a little while, only to resort back to living and working 
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conditions that clearly speed up the death process and keep heart disease at the top of the 
list of causes of death in the United States. We are all too familiar with and have grown 
accustomed to living a wicked pace that nullifies any few efforts that we take for our-
selves. We have been conditioned to see stress as the norm for living and relief from busy 
living as the exception. Driving fast is the norm; eating on the go, working extra hours for 
more money, spending less time with family, and sleeping less have all become the norm. 

For me, one major instance of converting self-care from mere decision-making to 
lifestyle using death awareness was changing my career. After a decade with the same 
company, I was making good money. I was well-established and successful in the field. 
However, not only did the law of impermanence have a hold of me by this time, but I 
was also tired of being told to push hard and fast through life. I no longer believed it! 
I didn’t want to live fast, fighting with traffic, eating on the go, working overtime, and 
taking home a level of stress. So, I slowly ended my long career and started a new one in 
the counseling field. 

I made it a point early on to design my new vision with a few virtues that would 
honor my body, mind, and soul: (a) I want work to be fulfilling and not consistently 
hard, (b) I want to draw in the right people to help, and (c) I want to live the rest of my 
life with a stronger spiritual thrust that appreciates the moment that I do have. The first 
might sound lazy, but it really had to do with no longer believing I should accumulate 
and endure any type of stress that comes my way and call it normal. The second could 
likewise sound strange, but the days of trying to help everybody were over. I was more 
than ready to embrace my limitations and enjoy what I do. The last rule involved devel-
oping deeper meaning and reducing the relentless but often excused pattern of urgency 
that bypasses moment-to-moment experiences. 

Converting self-care from mere periodic decision-making to a lifestyle like I did with 
my career isn’t easy, but for me it became something I could and should do only after the 
message of my impermanence sank deeply into my very being. By cultivating an ongoing 
practice of grieving my upcoming disappearance from the space that I occupy in this 
body and in this world, I could design a life with self in mind. And today, knowing that 
56 years of living might leave me with less than 9,000 days left to live makes the commit-
ment to self-care even more central.

Carl G. Jung said many insightful things in his life. Among them, he encouraged 
courageous gaze into the ghost of human suffering (Jung, 1999). By serious reflections 
on our existential pain—from aging to talks about what awaiting terminal illness might 
dislocate us from loved ones and this world—we can experience profound healing and 
growth that makes a difference personally, professionally, and relationally.
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Commentary

In the neighborhood where I grew up, people thought about death only 
when it was forced upon them.  Otherwise they would play the adage “out of sight, out of 
mind.” When a death would occur, family and friends would do the appropriate rituals and sup-
port each other, at least for a time, in the grieving process. Often the time they would allow for 
grieving, either their own or someone else’s, was far too short and far too superficial. There were 
definite ideas about appropriate ways to grieve and the proper range of feelings to be expressed: 
Take a bit of time to acknowledge your loss, then rush back to business as usual, dwelling in a 
world of happy illusion. Because the grief was not finished, it was often hidden, leading to lone-
liness, sadness, depression, detachment, and despair. They knew death and dying would happen; 
they just didn’t want to think about it any more than necessary. This attitude has been typical of 
most communities in the United States. The suggestion by this author that facing into the real-
ity of our death and dying might have some positive value would have seemed to them absurd.

My evolvement out of those levels of denial about death was similar to the author’s. Going 
off to college, I had holes blown in my tight little world by the Existentialists. While some of 
that philosophy ended in a cynical place, what was more important to me was a call to living 
in the now, a perspective later incorporated into Gestalt therapy. By transcending the present 
and  anticipating our end, the question of meaning is given a daily focus. Along with Soren 
 Kierkegaard, two of my favorite philosophers were Martin Heidegger and Jean Paul Sartre. 
They got me to thinking differently, but it was the existential novelists who changed the way 
I felt. They set the lyrics to music. What became a progressively powerful influence concerning 
death and dying was the carrying of my responsibilities as a minister, hospital chaplain, and 
later psychotherapist. Being with people as they faced the end of life or dealt with debilitating 
illness have been some of the profound moments of my life. These experiences have taught me 
much about courage and the processes of grief. I have also learned about cherishing particular 
moments and working through the multiple endings that are a part of anyone’s life. Some kind 
of ending is what usually brings people to psychotherapy. The author does an excellent job of 
exploring these dynamics and the choices that come as a result.

Even if I had not had these experiences during the major part of my life, as I have grown older 
it has been impossible to escape reflecting about death and dying. As I have said to my massage 
therapist, “The problem with my body is that it is made up of old parts.” My physical self whis-
pers messages to me about the accumulating limits. Mostly I am in good health, but when my 
doctor tells me after my annual physical, “You are not in as good a condition as you were last 
year,” it is not good news. The other set of events impacting me is the dying of family and friends. 
My parents and siblings are all gone. Then there are my dear friends, my “existential family.” I 
had to stop counting when I got to 25 Academy friends who are now gone: many people that I 
shared important experiences with and grew to love. On good days I can finally get past the loss 
to my gratitude for the wonderful times we had together and what a gift they were to my life. The 
lesson I have learned is trying to stay current in my relationships, knowing the end may well be 
just over the next hill for one or the other of us.

I sit writing this just a few days after a mass shooting in my hometown of Dayton, Ohio. This 
is one of many mass killings in America this year. We cannot discuss death and dying without 
mention of the taking away of precious lives by acts of hatred. This seems like a minimizing of 
the finality of death and a rationalization of the shortening of the lives of others. Death is cer-
tainly a part of life, but the imposing of death on someone else is to rip away without permission 
the gift of life. Taking one’s own life is a choice, but taking someone else’s is a murderous rob-
bery. Those of us given to the celebration of life need to stand up against this perversity.

—Grover E. Criswell, MDiv
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